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LARGE WESTERN SURFACE COAL MINE

INNOVATION THE KEY TO THE PATH 
FORWARD

USE OF EXISTING EQUIPMENT ALLOWS 
PROCESS OF DATA COLLECTION TO BEGIN

Through the use of the Blast Optimization Team (BOT) 
process, this large western U.S. surface coal mine 
progressed in blast performance and productivity.
In the course of the BOT process, additional test 
programs were identified that could provide added value 
to the customer in productivity, vibration control and NOX 
reduction. As part of the process, the BOT has developed a 
series of tests to be used to create a test protocol for some 
of these projects.
With the current financial strain on U.S. coal operations, 
funds and time to put together the required test equipment 
has not materialized.  This has resulted in frustration and 
stagnation in some aspects of the BOT process as the 
roadblocks to developing these programs are very well 
established.

In order to move some of these programs forward, 
DynoConsult has reviewed the metrics of several of these 
test programs to see if accurate data collection can be 
achieved with measurement equipment already in hand or 
equipment that can be developed at little or no added cost.
Alternative methods to measure p-wave velocities, record 
near field vibration levels from cast blasts and perform 
down hole seismic studies to quantify highwall damage for 
previous blasts have been reviewed.

By using existing seismic monitoring units with higher 
sampling rates, p-wave velocities on truck shovel and 
cast benches can be measured using existing split cable 
transducer arrays developed to determine structure 
response in multiple locations within a structure. 

Next Steps

PUTTING THE PLAN INTO ACTION

With the basic methodology in place, testing of each system 
is needed to ensure that accurate, reproducible data can be 
collected.  Cross checking of results with existing research 
must be reviewed to ensure collected data will be relevant 
for measuring potential gains from new blast designs and 
blasting sequences.
Modifications to the design will be made and aimed at cost-
effective data collection to provide feedback to the BOT 
program.

Slave cable connections between two seismographs 
provide for a single trigger point, allowing for data from both 
units to be compared to the same time frame. This data 
can then be used to create down hole seismicity tests to 
determine fracture content in highwalls behind cast shots.
A unique system allows for coupling a down hole geophone 
to the wall of a hole at any depth for measurement. It also 
allows for retrieval of the sensor which means multiple 
tests for vibration amplitude and arrival times can be 
accomplished without the need for costly replacement  
sensors after each test.


